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In 2014, SFP added a new component to its system for evaluating and rating FIP progress – a grading 

system that gives an alphabetic rating to FIPs based on whether the fisheries they are working with are 

making progress or stalling. To date, this is the only evaluation tool of its kind in the public domain, used 

for tracking the progress of FIPs toward their sustainability objectives. The tool uses information on 

progress published on the FIP’s reporting website. 

The evaluation tool defines six “stages” of achievement, although it should be noted that the stages are 

not sequential. For example, a stage 4 result can be achieved and reported before a Stage 2: 

 Stage 1 – To fulfill this stage, a FIP needs a fishery evaluation completed (e.g. a FishSource 

profile, MSC pre-assessment, or something similar) made publicly available.  

 Stage 2 – To fulfill this stage, FIP participants must agree to work together (e.g. through an MOU 

or press release) AND make a FIP workplan publicly available. 

 Stage 3 - To fulfill this stage, FIP participants must continually carry out workplan activities to 

support improvements in the fishery. 

 Stage 4 – To reach this stage, public evidence must show the fishery the FIP is working on has 

experienced an improvement in fishing policy or practice.  

 Stage 5 – To reach this stage, public evidence must show a positive change has occurred ”in the 

water” (e.g., increase in biomass, increase in population of impacted PET species, decrease in 

habitat impacted).  

 Stage 6 (optional) – To reach this stage, a FIP would need to receive Marine Stewardship Council 

(MSC) certification, which is up to the FIP to decide to pursue or not. Once a FIP fishery gets 

MSC certified, SFP no longer tracks it as a FIP. 

On a tri-monthly basis, the information made public on the FIP’s reporting website is used by SFP to 

review FIP stages resulting in upgrades as appropriate. Anecdotal information or information that is not 

in the public domain is not considered in these evaluations. 

Once a FIP reaches a particular stage, it is always referred to as at least that stage. Thus the FIP stage 

measures are used as the “high water mark” for the FIP, showing the highest level of achievement it has 

had.  

Progress ratings are generated using a decision tree developed by SFP which adds a time element to 

distinguish FIPs that regularly achieve Stage 4 and 5 results (within 12-24 months) from those are not 

making regular improvements. The progress ratings are: 



 Exceptional Progress (A): This rating can only be achieved by Comprehensive FIPS which aim to 

achieve MSC certification within specific time limits, by implementing detailed work plans to 

achieve MSC pass scores on all PIs. A Stage 4-5 result (a change in practice or policy) must also 

be achieved within 12 months to get this rating.  

 Good Progress (B): This is the highest achievement of a basic FIP which has annual work plans 

and objectives but which are not subject to third party audit against MSC PIs and criteria. In 

order to achieve this rating the basic FIP must have either: 

o Delivered FIP Stage 4 or 5 (change in policy or practice) in the past year, OR 

o Delivered a Stage 4 or 5 (change in policy and practice) in the past 2 years AND Stage 3 

(influenced regulators/managers) in the past year. 

 Some Recent Progress (C): Stage 4 or 5 result within the past 2 years. 

 Some Past Progress (D): The most recent publicly reported Stage 4 or 5 result is over 2 years old. 

 Negligible Progress (E): FIP has never generated a publicly reported Stage 4/5 result. 

SFP’s FIP evaluation, including stages and ratings, are useful in tracking progress of FIPs over time. For 

suppliers and retailers that have sourcing and procurement policies that include FIPs, the progress 

ratings provide a mechanism showing which FIPs are making sufficient progress to meet those policies. If 

a FIP is not making sufficient progress, seafood buyers and suppliers should detail conditions for 

continued sourcing.   

The current ratings tool summarized above is version 1; details can be found here. For the most up to 

date FIP progress ratings, please visit www.FishSource.com. SFP is looking for user feedback to inform 

version 2 of the tool. Please email FIPprogress@sustainablefish.org with your comments and questions.  
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